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Star Air Conditioning was established with an aim to provide wholesome air conditioning 
services, from installation and supply to maintenance and repair. We are recognized 
through our delighted client base both in the commercial and the residential domain. 
Working in collaboration with renowned brands such as Daikin, Mitsubishi, Fujitsu and 
Samsung, we have carved a niche for ourselves amongst the air conditioning companies in 
Sydney. Be it a single residential room or complete commercial spaces, we always come up 
with appropriate solutions. 
 
With a mission to deliver customized air conditioning service at an affordable rate, we are 
known for our promptness and reliability in delivering top-notch products. Whether it is a 
small requirement or a large one, each and every customer who approaches us is treated 
with the same cordiality and respect, a philosophy that has helped us maintain the high 
quality of our products and services. 
 
 
We have a talented team of qualified and trained technicians, who are committed towards 
delivering efficient air conditioning installation in Sydney along with maintenance and repair 
services. Due to this highly dedicated team, we are always able to give our best service to 
our customers. 
   
How we create the difference… 
   

 All our technicians are highly qualified and have requisite experience in the domain. 
 We always concentrate of meeting the needs of our customers rather than selling 

our solutions 
 Everyone is different and so are the requirements, and this belief enables us to come 

up with high-end customized solutions. 

 

From home, office, industrial site or a multi-storied building, we are everywhere with our 

services. And our years of experience tell us that when you need to beat the harsh heat of 

the summer, you need the best solution that can handle it. 

Services 
If you are looking for one of the most efficient service providers of air conditioning services 
in Sydney, approach Star Air Conditioning without a second thought. Just let us know your 
requirements and leave everything in our expert hands. We understand that be it a 
residential or commercial area, an efficient air conditioning solution is very important to 
help maintain a clean and healthy ambience. 
 



Our services include installation of the top brands of air conditioning system, in offices, 
homes as well as other industrial or domestic areas. When you need to beat the heat and 
maintain a cozy ambience inside, simply call our experts and they will get to work, offering 
you everything that you need. 
 
We understand that installation is not an end in itself and regular maintenance is very 
important to ensure proper functionality. Hence we have qualified technicians who have 
considerable experience in undertaking maintenance activities to ensure that your air 
conditioning systems are functioning consistently. Remember that a well maintained air 
conditioning system will give you comfort as well as save you money, by operating more 
efficiently. 
 
Our service areas include: 

 Commercial air conditioning: We undertake air conditioning services in offices and 
industrial areas, providing high-end heating and cooling solutions. 

 Residential air conditioning: We ensure proper air quality maintenance along with 
conditioning the air for a comfortable ambience. 

 Mechanical Ventilation: We deal in a range of ventilation systems to ensure that the 
air you breathe is healthy and is not filled with dirt, dust, carbon monoxide, oil mist 
haze or other negative elements. 

 
To avail our high-end services, approach us for a free quote. Let us help you out with 
brilliant air conditioning solutions.  
 

Contact Us 

Star Air-Conditioning & Mechanical Pty. Ltd. 

Tel: (02) 81192597 

Mob: 0420374489 

Email: sales@staraircons.com.au 

Website: www.staraircons.com.au 

Our professional staff look forward to assist you. Call us on 02-81192597 or request a 

quote online for a response within 24 hour. 
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